Temporal integration in nasal lateralization of ethanol.
Two experiments examined the trade-off between concentration and stimulus duration in nasal lateralization of n-ethyl alcohol. In nasal lateralization, a common measure of irritation threshold, subjects receive chemical vapor in one nostril and clean air in the other. Subjects try to determine which nostril received the chemical. Within experimental runs, subjects received fixed concentrations (1650-5000 ppm) of ethanol, and duration was varied to find the shortest, lateralizable stimulus. In Experiment 1, a small group of subjects was tested intensively to obtain stable individual data. In Experiment 2, a larger group was studied using more rapid methods. In both cases, subjects could lateralize increasingly weaker concentrations with longer stimulus presentations. Hence integration occurred. However, more than a twofold increase in duration was required to compensate for a twofold decrease in concentration to maintain threshold lateralization. These results suggest that an imperfect, mass-integrator model can describe short-term integration of nasal lateralization of ethanol.